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Övünç UYSAL
1. Step: 2016 first half

2. Step: 2016 second half

3. Step: Coming next - 2017

4. Step: 2017

5. Step: 2017 - 2018

6. Step: 2018 and open to review

7. Step: 2018

8. Step: 2018 and after

- Preliminary inventory analysis
- Official Statistics Programme 2017-2021
- In depth analysis with institutions
- Time table for global list
- National monitoring
- General monitoring framework
- Web portal & news bulletin
- A temporary bulletin in 2017
- A temporary bulletin in 2017

Economic & Social Indicators Department
Indicators Group
Time table for global indicator list:

- We sorted global list into:
  - Produced
  - Not produced
    - Easily producible (short term)
    - Not easily producible (middle & long term)

- Confirming the time line for each producible indicator and exploring the possibilities of additional capacity require:

  => Close cooperation with data producers
Also mandatory, close cooperation with data producers will best operate under a national coordination body: National Sustainable Development Commission (NSDC) is planned to be strengthened.

For the national framework: crucial components which will not be identified till 2018 are:

- Political Mandate (Not before Mid-2018)
- In depth analysis with data producers
- National debate on sustainable development
National priorities

Policy Mandate from National Development Plan 2019-2023

Global & regional frameworks: we draw upon Eurostat in the past. Still more relevant option

Workshops with institutions: apart from global list, consultation through national policies

Through coordination & consultation

Sound theoretical & technical work

Quality criteria

National monitoring

National monitoring

Construction of monitoring framework:

- TurkStat is going to coordinate the data production both for global and regional monitoring frameworks.
- National policy mandates and programme of stakeholders is expected to require additional monitoring.
- General perspective of sustainability may require additional monitoring.
National political mandate
National consultation & coordination

Purpose: Optimal representation of sustainability of each 3 capital stock of Turkey

Global indicator framework: To what extend we can produce

For complementing any monitoring gaps: thematic monitoring through capabilities of web portal

From themes under 3 pillars:
- Economic
- Social
- Environmental

Regional SDGs indicator framework: To what extend we can produce

Construction of Monitoring framework

Web portal & news bulletin
- Will feed from best practices
- Indicator set presentation will be much more effective with:
  - thematic dashboards
  - headline indicators
  - interactive data visualizations that let the users control the scope of data
- A web portal project has started by 2017
- Temporary news bulletin in the end of 2017
Capable for all functionalities of monitoring

Properties of Web portal & news bulletin

Possibly dashboard design and headline indicators for goals & themes

Interactivity for indicators (of course we are not Hans Rosling but…)

Best practices

A project is endorsed by MoD for this web portal

Also a temporary news bulletin is planned to be published in 2017

Thank you